Abstract. We studied a new Heusler alloy V 2 CoSi with Hg 2 CuTi-type structure by first-principles calculations. The electric structure and magnetic properties have been investigated. The alloy has a total magnetic moment of 1.00µ B per unit cell on first-principles calculations which is in agreement with the Slater-Pauling (SP) rule. The magnetic moment of atom Co is 0.38µ B and the magnetic moments of V(1) atom and V(2) atom are 0.80µ B and -0.24µ B respectively, so the alloy is a ferrimagnetism.
Introduction
New functional materials are the foundation of the development of advance and new technology. Researches on functional materials not only have important fundamental scientific significance, but also have good application prospects. Progresses in the study of functional materials promote the rapid development of high-tech industries such as electronics, new energy industry, environment industry, manufacturing industry and aerospace industry. Among new functional materials, metal functional materials are the important part. Among all the metal functional materials, Heusler alloys are with a large number of unusual physical and chemical properties and possess potential application value. Thus, Heusler alloy is the hot material system to explore for new functional materials in condensed matter physics and materials science. So far, magnetoresistance effect [1] , completely spin-polarized electronic half-metal effect [2] , ferromagnetic metal intermetallic compounds composed of non-ferromagnetic elements [3] , superconducting Heusler alloys with rare-earth elements [4] , ferromagnetic shape memory alloys [5] [6] [7] and superelastic alloys have been found in the Heusler alloy system. Just recently, martensitic transformation driven by magnetic field has been found firstly in Heusler alloys [8] [9] [10] . All the above properties attract interests of people for the researches of Heusler alloys. In 1903, F. Heusler [11] 
Crystal Structure and Computational Methods
Heusler compounds have a cubic L2 1 structure, consisting of four face-centered cubic sub-lattices interpenetrating along the spce diagonal. The structure is usually represented by the generic formula X 2 YZ, where X and Y are transition metal elements and Z is a group III, IV or V element. The structure crystal positions described with the unique sites represented as A (0, 0, 0), B( 1/4, 1/4, 1/4), C (1/2, 1/2, 1/2), and D (3/4, 3/4, 3/4). Among them, the A and C sites are similar in space surroundings. Usually, the (A, C) and the B sites are occupied by the X and Y atoms and the D site is occupied by the Z atom. It is known that in a given stoichiometric ratio, even if the atom is the same, the physical properties such as energy and magnetic moment are different when atoms enter different sites. It has been confirmed that atoms with more 3d electrons prefer to occupy the (A,C) sites and those with fewer tend to occupy B sites [10] . In V 2 CoSi with Hg 2 CuTi-type structure, V atoms enter site A (0, 0, 0) and B (1/4, 1/4, 1/4) while Co atoms take sites C(1/2, 1/2, 1/2). V atoms entering sites A and B are denoted as V(1) and V(2), respectively. The following calculations are applicable and employed for Hg 2 CuTi-type V 2 CoSi in present study. The spin-polarized electronic structures calculations are carried out by the plane-wave pseudo-potential method [12] , which is based on density functional theory that describes the electron-electron interaction [13] [14] [15] . A generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) proposed in 1996 by Perdew, Burke and Emzerhof and the PBE scheme [16] are chosen to dealing with the exchange-correlation potential. Ultrasoft pseudo-potential and a plane-wave cutoff energy of 330eV are used in all calculations. Special k-points generated with 6×6×6 mesh parameters grid are employed in the irreducible Brillouin zone for all calculations. The convergence tolerance in the calculations is choose as 10 -6 eV/atom.
Computational Results and Discussions
We have performed geometry optimization on V 2 CoSi to determine the equilibrium lattice parameters. A diagram of total energy of the alloy system versus lattice constant (Fig. 1) is obtained. The lowest total energy locates at a 0 =5.83 Å which is identical to the theoretical equilibrium lattice parameter. The following calculations are based on the Hg 2 CuTi-type structure at its theoretical equilibrium lattice constant. The calculated total moment of V 2 CoSi is precisely value of 1.00µ B per unit cell at its equilibrium state, in good agreement with the SP rule M t =Z t −24 [17] , where M t is the total moment and Z t is the total number of valence electrons per unit cell. The calculated total density of states (DOS) and atom-projected DOS (PDOS) are presented in Fig.2 . The shape of spin states of V(1) and V(2) are similar which indicates the interaction of atom V(1) and V(2) is strong. The pDOS shape of atom Co is nearly symmetry, which cause to a little magnetic moment of 0.38µ B . The magnetic moment of V (1) and V(2) are 0.8µ B and -0.24µ B , which are anti-parallel, so the alloy is a ferrimagnetism. From the PDOS of V(1), the minority spin states are shown to be mostly concentrated above the Fermi level and the leading peak at -0.53eV and 0eV in the spin-up states which leads to a large localized spin magnetic moment 0. The spin-dependent energy bands along high-symmetry directions in the Brillouin zone for V 2 CoSi are shown in Fig. 3 . In majority spin band, the valence band overlaps with conduction band, and the Fermi level passes through the overlapping region. So, The majority band shows conducting character. In the minority spin-dependent band, it also can be seen that Fermi level crosses conducting band, showing metal property. 
Conclusion
In summary, V 2 CoSi alloy with Hg 2 CuTi-type structure is confirmed to be a new Heusler alloy on first-principles calculations and it mybe have potential applications for high-tech industries. It has a total moment of 1.00µ B , which is in agreement with the SP rule. The band structures calculations show metallic character. The magnetic moment of V(1) and V(2) are 0.8µ B and -0.24µ B , which are anti-parallel, so the alloy is a ferrimagnetism.
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